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Celebratingdifference

David Goodbourn
Chairman
Feed the Minds

EED THE MINDS often confounds expectations.We are a Christian
organisation that works with people of all faiths, and people who have
no religious faith.We are an education organisation that, rather than
pursuing our own theories, responds to our partners’ priorities and

the needs of the people they serve.We are a British-based organisation that
enables partners in the Global South to learn from each other.
That’s because diversity is one of our organisational values. This doesn’t mean

we are unclear about where we stand – far from it. Our commitment to prioritising
people most often excluded from education remains firm. So does our conviction
that material progress alone is not enough; life has many dimensions, and
education opens up a rich world of new opportunities.
Valuing diversity means that our partners may be large groups or small, and

they may be community organisations, churches or groups with their roots in
other faiths. Our partners may be striving for peace in a nation broken by war
and conflict, or working with the poorest people where growing affluence creates
a cruel social divide. The focus of our education projects may be tackling HIV
or gender violence, learning a trade or practical theological education.
What unites these diverse initiatives and approaches is that they are all

designed to help people make a positive difference – to their own lives and
the lives of others.

F
‘Life hasmany dimensions, and education
opens up a rich world of new opportunities.’

ALL ABOUT US

Our mission:To improve, through
education, the material and spiritual
lives of communities worldwide.



ALL ABOUT US
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HE CENTRAL strand running through all of Feed the Minds’ work
is using education to unlock the potential of individuals and
communities.
People who are extremely poor, from an ethnic minority, have a disability

or are female are often excluded from many of life’s opportunities. That is why
our education projects reach some of the most marginalised people in the world.
The lives of the people we work with often change dramatically for the better.

Education has that effect, and it is an effect that lasts a lifetime. The right education
gives people the power to change their situations. For example, gaining basic
literacy skills may help someone to generate an income or access healthcare
information to improve their family’s quality of life.
Education has the power to transform a whole community. For instance, becoming

aware of their rights and those of others around them can help communities to
tackle injustice and promote fairer, peaceful societies.

Feed the Minds’ education projects are all delivered in partnership with grassroots
organisations in the Global South.We value the diversity among our partners.
We spread ideas, inspiration and innovation by fostering partnerships between
organisations involved in similar work – what we call ‘South–South learning’.
In this review we can only provide a snapshot of the difference our work has

made but I hope you are as inspired and encouraged reading this as I am every
day working for Feed the Minds.

T
Sharing similarities

PARTNERSHIP | CREATIVITY | INTEGRITY | DIVERSITY

Josephine Carlsson
Director
Feed the Minds

‘Education has the power to
transform a whole community.’

The organisational values that underpin our work:
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EED THE MINDS has been running
education development projects
for nearly 50 years. In 2010/2011 our

work benefited around 100,000 people
in 18 countries.
Through our Education for Change

programme, we worked in partnership
with 32 grassroots organisations on diverse
projects to address a variety of problems.
Our projects are modest in size but

ambitious in scope. They make a positive
difference to people’s lives and build hope
for the future. The following pages contain
a few examples of our achievements
during 2010/2011.

F

EDUCATION CHANGE

HEALTH EDUCATION

06

for

WESEE LITERACY AS A CATALYST
FOR CHANGE ANDWE EMBED IT INTO
PRACTICAL, LIFE-CHANGING PROJECTS.
ALLTHEWORKWE DOFALLS INTO ONE
OFTHE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES:

WHAT: to improve people’s quality of life
and enable them to support themselves
HOW: by sharing learning about nutrition,
hygiene, sanitation and how to prevent and
treat diseases

WHAT: to enable people to know and
defend their rights and fulfil their
responsibilities as citizens
HOW: by building their skills and confidence
to participate in and influence personal,
local, regional or national decisions

PEACEBUILDING

WHAT: to rebuild communities affected by
conflict and find positive, peaceful solutions to
local and regional problems
HOW: by promoting understanding of other
cultures or the causes of disability and HIV
and AIDS to overcome fear and prejudice

VOCATIONALTRAINING

WHAT: to improve people’s living standards
and give families and communities valuable
independence
HOW: by teaching the skills to secure
sustainable livelihoods, using local resources
and opportunities

PRACTICALTHEOLOGICALTRAINING

WHAT: to equip existing and future church
leaders to address their community’s
development needs
HOW: by providing them with resources,
training and skillsharing opportunities to
promote positive teaching or speak out
against injustice

CIVIC EDUCATION

EDUCATION FOR CHANGE ‘In 2010/2011 our work benefited around
100,000 people in 18 countries.’



SUPPORTING UGANDAN YOUTHS

N UGANDA, Feed the Minds enabled
the Loving Hands Orphanage
Foundation (LOHA) to improve

outcomes for the young people of Kira,
an area with high rates of HIV and AIDS
and early teenage pregnancy. Low literacy
levels in the area make it difficult for
people to access healthcare services
and make informed decisions about
their health.
Working with local schools, LOHA reached

930 school students and 590 out-of-school
adolescents with accessible information
about sexual health and reproductive rights.
Informative workshops used interactive
methods including group discussions
and Q and A sessions on topics such
as contraception to dispel myths.
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‘‘THEWORKSHOP ON NUTRITIONWASVERY EDUCATIVE. IF I HAD SUCH
KNOWLEDGE BEFORETHEN I COULD HAVE SAVEDTHE LIFE OFMY SON.’’
Laita Kasture, workshop participant who has lost two children to malnutrition

HEALTH EDUCATION

INFANT NUTRITION IN INDIA

EARLY HALF of India’s children
are underweight, as a result of
poverty and limited nutritional

knowledge.This makes children more
vulnerable to disease. In seven villages
of Maharashtra State alone, 500 children
died from malnutrition during 2009.

Feed the Minds has been working
with Shramdeep of Nagpur Diocesan
Development Association in these seven
villages, to improve the health of pregnant
women and children under five. More than
1,450 locals have already participated in
role plays, games and songs to learn about
the nutritional needs of pregnant women

N and young children and how to avoid food
and water contamination. These events
were extremely popular and neighbouring
villages were keen to get involved.
The project also strengthened women’s

involvement in local health services. Each
village formed a group that received further
training in nutrition and sanitation so they
could continue to share good practice
with their neighbours. Local government
representatives attended meetings to
increase their understanding of local
people’s health needs and develop plans
for the future.

I

“I USEDTO FEAR [THE HIV]TEST, BUT NOW I HAVETESTED.YOUNG PEOPLEWHO
UNDERSTANDTHESETHINGS CANTAKE DECISIONSTHAT ARE BASED ONTRUE
INFORMATION, ANDTHEY CAN BETTER UNDERSTAND OTHERS.”
Namale Susan, student at Kira Secondary School

To spread this valuable knowledge, LOHA
trained ‘peer educators’ to share information
with their fellow students, with support from
specially-trained teachers. LOHA also
produced a diverse range of materials
to underline these messages.
As well as raising awareness and building

confidence, this project has strengthened
links between the youth of Kira and
government health centres. These factors
will reduce the incidence of HIV and AIDS,
unwanted pregnancies and unsafe childbirth.
Our collaboration also strengthened LOHA
itself, resulting in their first organisational
strategy and unprecedented external funding
to continue supporting the people of Kira.

“THESEYOUTHS NOW SEEK
TREATMENT, AND ILLNESSES
AMONGTHEMHAVE REDUCED.”
Member of Kira Town Council, talking
about project participants
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CIVIC EDUCATION

GENDER VIOLENCE IN

N THE Wortikpo and Agodhokpo
farming communities of Ghana, a high
proportion of women have experienced

sexual or domestic violence. A Domestic
Violence Act was passed in Ghana in 2007
but it has had little local impact.

Feed the Minds been working with local
organisation Community Development
Initiative (CODI), and Ghanaian human rights,
health and social welfare departments, to
reduce all forms of violence against women
inWortikpo and Agodhokpo in several
different ways.
Through a series of weekly classes

including group discussions and storytelling,
220 women and girls learned about their
rights under the Domestic Violence Act.We
produced a summary of the Act in the local
Ewe language, using photographs and
illustrations to make it accessible to those
who cannot read well or at all.
To raise awareness of women’s rights

among the wider community, we also

launched a ‘Stop Sexual Violence’ campaign,
which included a march, a play and the
distribution of leaflets and T-shirts featuring
educational messages. Around 500 women,
men and children took part in the campaign,
including several local chiefs. In a very
male-dominated community, this is a truly
remarkable achievement.
The project was a great success, exceeding

our expectations. It increased knowledge and
awareness of women’s rights among local
adults and children, and has helped to
improve the self-esteem and independence of
women and girls inWortikpo and Agodhokpo.
Some of the women who attended our legal

literacy classes have started using their new
knowledge to form networks and demand
their rights. For example, B Dese’s uncle
stole her farming land in 2002.With renewed
confidence after their recent training, a group
of local women joined her in approaching
the local chief, who ensured that her land
was returned.

I
‘‘Through this project local women and girls who
were once marginalised and disempowered are
now able to gain self confidence to start speaking
up for themselves. And the technical capacity
and knowledge of CODI has been improved.
The project has also enabled us to develop
relationships with partners for our future work.’’
Komla Dzamposu,CODI



CULTURAL LEARNING IN LEBANON

EBANON is still reeling from 25 years
of civil war and the Israeli offensive
five years ago. In this context,

ignorance about other faiths and cultures
among the country’s youth risks fuelling
intolerance and even fanaticism.

Feed the Minds is working with local
partner the ADYAN Foundation to promote
understanding between and within different
cultures and faiths, particularly Islam and
Christianity.We are using new technology
to bridge age-old divides, by devising an
e-course and new online opportunities
for dialogue.
These resources adopt a cross-cultural and

interactive approach to learning about other
religions and cultures, to enrich teaching and
enhance religious and secular leadership in
Lebanon. Our aim is for participants to see
diversity as positive, rather than threatening,
to help build tolerance and peace.
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PEACEBUILDING

AVING the right work skills can make the difference between building a future
for yourself and your family, and having no hope. Feed the Minds’ diverse
vocational education projects improve the income and self-esteem of

individuals and their families, while fulfilling community needs.

Ending exclusion in India
Dalit women are the most excluded people in
India, with disproportionately low levels of
education and high rates of unemployment.
With the Social Agriculture, Children’s
Education andWomen Development Trust,
we have taught 24 women-headed Dalit
families in Tamil Nadu to make and sell
sanitary towels. As well as building the
women’s skills and confidence, this has
improved local understanding of menstrual
hygiene. This means that 7,000 women and
girls face less discrimination and can
participate more fully in society.

HL

VOCATIONAL TRAINING

By working with five universities, the Middle
East Council of Churches and other partners,
this initiative is benefiting 500 teachers in
several Arab countries, 100 young religious
or secular leaders in Lebanon and some
policymakers in the region. In time, the
project will benefit 1,000 students in
Lebanese schools and universities. UNESCO
has expressed interest in using the project’s
learning resources, so the benefits may be
felt even more widely in future.

“I LOVEDTHE CONFERENCES TO
IMPROVE RELATIONS BETWEEN
CULTURESANDRELIGIONS.WE CAME
FROM DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS,
COUNTRIES,CULTURES, RELIGIONS,
NATIONALITIES AND SPOKE
DIFFERENT LANGUAGES, ANDWERE
JOINEDTHROUGH DIALOGUETO
TRYTOUNDERSTAND, APPRECIATE
AND RESPECT OUR DIVERSITY.”
Karla Sfeir, e-course participant,
Notre Dame University, Lebanon

This illustration is from
our Storytelling booklet,
an integral part of our
peacebuilding projects
to promote reconciliation
and healing in Kenya
and South Sudan.

Boosting crops in Cameroon
In NorthWest Cameroon, we are working
with the Twantoh Mixed Farming Common
Initiative Group (MIFACIG) to secure
sustainable incomes and food supplies while
protecting their local environment.We are
training farmers’ groups in managing forestry
and agriculture to suit their climate and soil.
These methods have improved yields from
fruit trees and vegetable crops, without using
costly or damaging chemicals. The scheme
is so successful that one participant, Francis
Wainken, represented the region’s bee
keepers in a national competition.

‘7,000WOMEN AND GIRLS FACE
LESS DISCRIMINATION.’



HURCHES have a vital role in
securing positive change in
developing countries.This may

include providing education and offering
practical support to their congregations,
or tackling discrimination at a wider level.

Feed the Minds develops the skills of
current and future church leaders by building
local networks to share knowledge, as well
as through our longstanding Overseas Book
Service (OBS).

Rich resources to poor countries
OBS is simple but effective.We collect high
quality theological books and distribute
requested titles to religious colleges in
countries where similar books may be
expensive or difficult to get hold of. These
diverse, free books help to strengthen lay
and ordained church workers’ abilities to
bring about positive change. Through the
scheme, we have supported generations
of church leaders.We supported 146
colleges across 32 countries through
the service in 2010/2011.

Building knowledge and networks
‘South–South learning’, bringing like-minded
organisations together to share knowledge
and ideas, is a key strand of all Feed the
Minds’ work. For example, to improve the
impact of churches in the Philippines, a
country plagued by natural disasters and
pollution, we brought together four
theological colleges for a day-long workshop
on Christian ethics and environmental
stewardship.
The workshop strengthened relationships

between colleges, and also their resolve to
tackle climate change. Participants learned
about similar environmental challenges
elsewhere in the world, and committed to
making positive changes in the Philippines.

“OBS is so important as it allows us to
select the booksmost appropriate to us.”
Ruth Capano, Head Librarian at Asian
Theological Seminary
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PRACTICAL THEOLOGICAL TRAINING

C

“I can provide effective support to drug
addicts because of the resources here.
I can understand perspectives from
other cultures as a result of the new
books. I can give back to the community
and help others, as I have been helped.”
Angelo James Paleracio, Student at Asian
Theological Seminary

“Feed the Minds books provide access
to new ideas – I see and understand
different perspectives, and can make
balanced judgment.”
AlfredoYanga, Student at Penuel School
of Theology

“We are not just involved with the spiritual needs of the people in the congregation.
The pastoral issues we encounter are families that are unable to meet their own
physical needs. In particular, I work with orphans.”
Clara Sinkende, Student at Baptist Theological Seminary of Zambia
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY

This is a summary of Feed the Minds’ financial activities, extracted
from the audited accounts for the year ended 30 April 2011.
Copies of the full Annual Report and Accounts are available
from our office (see back cover for contact details).

W E ARE VERY PLEASED to have exceeded our fundraising target in
2010/2011.This success is thanks, in part, to the generous donations
of supportive churches, groups and individuals, as well as progress

made to diversify our income streams.
We ended the year with a small surplus of £13,356, which compares favourably

with the deficit of £16,399 in the previous year.
We managed to keep the cost of generating funds steady at 19% and our total

expenditure on charitable activities remained fairly stable at 75%, despite some
internal changes and the difficult external financial climate. This efficient use of
our resources means that our varied education projects reaped big rewards
for people in the Global South.
During the period we continued to meet our objective of strengthening long-

term partnerships with grassroots organisations in the Global South. Most of our
partnership projects now last for several years, which enables us to build stronger,
deeper relationships with our partners and build their capacity. In 2010/2011 we
had 32 active education projects and embarked on 16 new ones, a slight increase
on the previous year.
Looking ahead, we aim to increase nationwide support for our Lunches for Life

campaign. Furthermore, as part of our two-year Fundraising and Communications
Strategy, we will pursue corporate fundraising opportunities to increase our
positive impact in marginalised communities.

‘We continued to meet our objective of
strengthening long-term partnerships with
grassroots organisations in the Global South.’

INCOME 2010/2011
Source Amount (£) Percentage
Grants receivable 423,351 65%
Donations 186,100 29%
Other incoming resources 33,112 5%
Legacies 4,720 1%
Investment income (interest) 567 0%
Total 647,850

EXPENDITURE 2010/2011
Source Amount (£) Percentage
Charitable activity 478,993 75%
Fundraising 123,278 19%
Governance 32,223 5%
Total 634,494

INCOME EXPENDITURE
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Our six regional groups
organised social fundraising
events across the British Isles,
from a big coffee morning in
Perth to an uplifting concert
involving ‘singing vicars’ in
Scarborough.The hardworking
groups also organised
successful book fairs inYork,
Salisbury and Norwich, and
in Purley there was a weekly
book stall. A team of
supporters even climbed
four of Wales’ tallest peaks
in just one day! All of these
events allowed us to help
even more marginalised
people through education.

Many individuals and churches
organised Lunches for Life events
around the UK. Our ongoing
campaign combines the joy of
sharing food with friends, family
or neighbours and helping to ‘feed
the minds’ of marginalised people
through the power of education.
What will you choose for your lunch?

Support provided by Comic Relief
enabled us to conduct research
into female genital mutilation (FGM)
in Kenya. By bringing together
four organisations and numerous
local people, we built up a clear
understanding of why FGM
continues, the impact it has, and
alternative rites of passage into
adulthood. As well as raising local
awareness of these issues, our
findings are influencing international
efforts to help women and girls
protect themselves from harmful
cultural practices.
Comic Relief funding is also

helping us to reduce inter-tribal
and political violence in Kenya.
We are working with local partner
TATUA Communication, schools,
women’s groups and churches
to promote sustainable peace in
Kibera, Africa’s second largest slum.

For more information or to get involved in supporting
our work, please get in touch – our contact details
are on the back cover.

EED THE MINDS relies on the generous help
of its many supporters – from individuals and
community groups to trusts and organisations.

We truly appreciate everything you do to support
our education work.
Here are some examples of the diverse ways you

contributed to our work during the year. Thank you.

MAKING CHANGE HAPPEN

F

“Education makes
a difference – those
who are educated
have the knowledge
and the authority
to make up their
ownminds.”
Participant, Kenyan FGM
research focus group

“I had the most
amazing day. I think
I grinned for at least
22 out of the 26 miles!
I am so happy to have
done it, for myself
and for the people
it will benefit.”
Imogen Hirsch, London
Marathon runner who
raised £2,640 for
our work

“THE DIVERSITY OF OUR EDUCATION PROJECTS IS MATCHED BYTHE AMAZING
VARIETY OF SUPPORTERSWE HAVE AT FEEDTHE MINDS – ANDTHE MANY
DIFFERENTWAYS INWHICHTHEY SUPPORT US. THANK YOU ALL.”
Adam Sach, Director of Fundraising, Feed the Minds

“Providing education for
women has a far wider
impact than being able to
read and write. It empowers
them.And when women are
empowered, whole families
benefit.They are able to
take a more proactive role
in their communities, and
participate in decision-
making processes that
often impact themmost.”
Georgina Saad, The Economist
Group Charitable Trust, which is
supporting our work with local
partner Advocacy for Social
Development and Environment
to improve the literacy of women
in rural Uganda


